
The Easter Difference - parts i and ii
Paul and Peter (14th and 21st April 2013)

In this series after Easter we are dipping into sections in the Book of Acts to look at the 
way in which the Resurrection brought about huge changes in individuals and in the way in 
which God’s people came to regard the wider world. Unlike the previous theme about 
growth this series is not meant to be for feeding back to the whole Church, but rather allow 
each Homegroup with the opportunity to share their own experiences of being changed by 
Jesus.

If any missed the talks then the tapes are in Church and they can be listened to at 
www.ChadTalks.org 

i - Paul (Acts 9:1-20) from Sunday 14th April

Inevitably we are thinking about dramatic conversions! Are there any stories around the 
room to share?

Saul makes his first appearance at the start of chapter 8, where he is recorded as 
approving of the stoning of Stephen, the first martyr. Then, a chapter later, he meets Jesus 
himself. Read Acts 9:1-20 together. So what changed?

Paul wrote a lot of letters offering rebuke and correction to his early Churches. In Galatians 
2:15-21 he writes strongly about how we are saved. Have a go at trying to make sense of 
Paul’s argument, and assuming how he represents the Jewish view is what he used to 
believe can you get a sense of how his thinking dramatically altered? This isn’t meant to 
be an exam, but hopefully one or two ideas will become apparent that were really 
important to Paul’s new sense of what it meant to belong to God.

Have any of you had similar experiences of changing understanding of God?

One of the most powerful words for Paul seems to be ‘grace’. What do we understand by 
this? How does grace make itself apparent in our day to day lives (assuming it should)? At 
Sunday School they used to tell us that GRACE meant God’s Riches At Christ’s Expense. 
What riches might we expect see because of grace? Does anyone have any experiences 
to share?

If we are saved by grace and not by works, why should we bother trying to be good?

Do any in the room have a favourite bit from Paul’s writings to share?

Interestingly in Galatians 2:1 Paul suggests it was 14 years between his conversion and 
the commencement of his actual ministry. Does anyone have experiences of what might 
have felt like long delays, but with hindsight they could recognise God’s hand preparing 
them for some later work? Perhaps one or two feel they are still on a plateau with no clear 
sense of where next - share that too, sensitively. 

Pray for those ‘moving on’ and those ‘becalmed’. Be confident about listening to God as 
you pray, and share any verses or words that you feel God prompts you to give to 
somebody else as an encouragement.
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ii - Peter (Acts 9:36-end) from Sunday 21st April

If Paul was the patron saint of dramatic conversions then Peter is his opposite number for 
those of us whose story was more of a slow burn. Peter is very much two steps forward 
and one back for much of the Gospel story. Perhaps some from around the group might be 
willing to share their own experiences of this in their own lives.

Read the Acts 9:36-end passage. Peter seems to be a super-confident ‘action hero’ 
Apostle, doesn’t he. How very different from those earlier stories of him! Let’s look back at 
some of them - it is almost a kind of spiritual snakes and ladders...

START! Simon is called by Jesus! ! John 1:40-42

UP! ! Jesus heals his mother in law! Mark 1:29-31

UP! ! Peter is right about Jesus! ! Mark 8:27-30

UP ?! ! Transfiguration but! ! ! Mark 9:2-9
! ! Peter misunderstands

DOWN! Peter’s denial predicted! ! Mark 14:27-31

DOWN !! Peter denies Jesus!! ! Mark 14:66-72

UP !! ! Jesus restores Peter! ! John 21:15-19

Have a read of these passages - perhaps you have examples you could share of your own 
which echo something of how Peter must have felt at various times. Peter doesn’t act as if 
his nickname should be ‘Rocky’ in much of this does he? And yet look at where Jesus 
gives him his new name - right at the start! I assume Jesus was being prophetic rather 
than ironic.

Peter was obviously learning from Jesus, not just from his teaching, but from being around 
him and seeing him in action. Are there general lessons we can share from our own 
experiences of growing up or slipping back as a Christian? From the shared experiences 
are there any common themes? Is it fair to say that we generally grow as a Christian at 
those times when we are close to Jesus in our prayers, Bible reading, worship and service 
of Him?

Are there any things we might learn about how Jesus relates to the ups and downs of 
Peter’s life that we could apply to ourselves or might encourage us?

Pray for each other around the group - for those who are growing and for those who have 
slid back. Pray for our Church that we might grow together.


